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TransMilitary is a documentary which follows the lives of
four transgender servicemen and -women serving in the
American military over the course of 2015-17 as they fight
to overturn the ban.

The opening credits are montage of anatomical drawings, military regulations for

uniform, including details of the uniforms (epaulets etc). 

Over that we hear the voices of Presidents past to present, pledging support for the

military, finishing obviously with Trump.

This creates the impression the topic is going to be looked at forensically. 

It then claims transgender people have been banned from serving in the military

since the end of WW2 due to health policies. With approx. 15,500 transgender

personnel, the US Army is the biggest

employer of trans people in the country. 

The central contradiction of the film is that the participants claim they are at risk of

intimidation, losing their jobs, and so on, if they are ‘outed’, yet as we learn each of

their stories it is hard to see how any of them could

conceal their birth sex from their employer or units. 

For example, they are all members of the military trans activist group SPARTA. It’s

claimed they have to ‘meet in secret’ at the Pentagon, yet their website has press

releases dating back to 2013.
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Some of the participants in TransMilitary are now SPARTA board members.

Also, if you invite the Secretary of Defence to a meeting and get permission for a

documentary film maker to film the participants discussing the outcome of the

meeting immediately following its conclusion it’s *not* a secret meeting.

The film follows the political wrangling chronologically and, predictably, the

Secretary of Defence announces complete compliance with SPARTA’s demands.

Factoids are presented in an faux authoritative manner - see the excerpt below - yet
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mostly no further context is given, some are even completely unattributed.

At 2 mins we see SPARTA members going to the meeting in a van.

SPARTA's Goal to Lift The Military's Transgender Ban: TransMilitary (2…
SPARTA president Sue Fulton talks about the organization's fundamental goal of
getting the U.S. military to lift its ban on transgender people. Watch TransMi...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qg8kmYpJw14

Although the film set out the crux of the matter - that official Govt. concern over

transgender personnel performance is related to health issues - guess what - and I

know you’re going to be really really shocked when I say this -

it never addresses the health implications of cross sex hormones or surgery.

They could have at least addressed one specific issue - perhaps the effects of

oestrogen on men, since many report becoming extremely emotionally labile. 

Not exactly ideal for critical decision

making when lives are at stake. 

As the camera scrolls over a long list of medical costs incurred by the military (not

from an official report), it literally zooms in on the cost of erectile dysfunction

prescriptions versus transgender healthcare.

They really wanted me to notice it, so I did a rough calculation. 

Transgender healthcare comes in at approx. $521 per head, and the cost of Viagra
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comes in at $21 per male head (approx. 400,000 men in service according to 2008

figures).

Which isn’t quite the point I think they wanted to make.

Also, no info was given about the time span of these spends. Viagra has been on

formulary since 1998, and transgender treatments have only become more

fashionable in more recent times …. I think you can do the math.

Sue Fulton, the head of the SPARTA group, came up with the most brilliant response

when pushed by top brass about the suicide risk statistics.

The suicide risk isn’t present when trans people have a job, have access to healthcare,

and social support, all of which the military provides - great news for suicidal people

everywhere! Join the Army today!

No critical or alternative views were sought by the film makers, neither on health

issues or on separate sex facilities even though one of the men gains access to a

female barracks.

Jennifer Peace, Captain, and father of 3 young children, tells us that someone

complained about him using the female bathrooms and he was moved on.

Later, following promotion, he films himself on his bed in the barracks, and says that

he’s the first to get access to female
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barracks, including showers and toilets.

Peace doesn’t pass at all, and alternatively claims no one knows his secret, but also

claims he is experiencing discrimination, and alleges he was told not to attend social

celebrations (no evidence provided for any of the claims).

When we initially see Peace he is Captain of the Intelligence Corps, responsible for

400 men. We are supposed to believe that a man who has toured Afghanistan and

Iraq is too scared to use male toilets. 
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• • •

Transgender U.S. Army Captain Jennifer Peace Opens Up About Defen…
Peace tells what it means to be able to defend her country.
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The documentary is very short on any evidence of everyday discrimination, and all

testify that their superiors and units are supportive. Laila, a man who identifies as

female, is very effeminate however has to serve in male uniform, and be male

presenting, when on duty. He

works in interrogation. Again colleagues and family are all supportive. 

Despite bombarding us with statistics (i.e. 1 in 10 transgender people reporting

physical attack, and TW being 4.3 times more likely to be murdered than women)

none of the people interviewed report any

physical abuse. 

Indeed there have been no murders of trans-identified people in the army, because if

there had, this would be the film in which to explore those crimes and it didn’t

mention even one.
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